
Travel to conference venue AvCoV2016 
 
Location:  
ISVW 
Dodeweg 8 
Leusden 
The Netherlands 
+31 33 465 0700 
 
 
 
Travel by plane 
Amsterdam Schiphol (AMS) airport is the most  
convenient arrival airport to reach the conference venue. 
Other airports in the Netherlands are situated in Maastricht, 
Eindhoven, Groningen, and Rotterdam. Those are less  
frequently served but are still within reasonable travel  
distance from ISVW.  
 
 
Travel by train  
From Schiphol Airport to Amersfoort (Not Amersfoort Schothort/Vathorst) there are every half 
hour direct connections (Intercity-45 min or Sprinter-60 min) 
To plan your train trip please visit www.ns.nl/en/travellers/home 
At Schiphol Airport:  

- Follow the signs ‘To the trains’  
- Buy a ticket at the machine (see picture: for single trip selection: 11.20 euro if you pay 

with cash (coins only!) or duch bank card; credit card 11.70 euro)  
(Only if you plan to travel around in the Netherlands it is worth to buy an “OV chipkaart” 
which costs 7,50 euro, can be charged, and used in train, tram, metro and bus) 

- Follow the signs to platform 1-2 
- Check in to activate your ticket by holding it against  

the pole just in front of the stairs to the platform  
(do not forget!)  

- Once you reach Amersfoort check out at the pole  
or gate to leave the station 

 
 
 
Travel to ISVW conference location 
A free shuttle service to ISVW conference hotel is  
provided on  

- Tuesday June21 at 12.00, 13.00, 14.00, 14.30, 15.00, 15.30, 16.00, 16.30, 17.00 h.  
- The logo of the conference will be signposted on the bus 
- It will take about 10 minutes to reach the venue 
- At the end of the conference, shuttles will run from ISVW to Amersfoort station (on Friday 

June 24, between 13.00-15.00h).  
In case you arrive at other times, taxi’s are available (company Bestax) at the taxi stand of 
Amersfoort station (at your own costs, € 14,90 single trip) 
Other options are booking ahead via  www.stationsshuttle.nl  (Dutch only)  
 
To plan your other travel by public transport  
In the Netherlands www.9292.nl 


